HEARNE ORIGINALS
CATALOGUE 1981

'THE FIRS' 10 FRIARS WALK, EXETER,
DEVON EX2 4AY, ENGLAND.

Telephone: Exeter (STD 0392) 31062.
These three figures, H02/F, 13th, Reg. Guelph (left), H01/F, Chasseur a cheval of the Guard (centre) and, H03/F, Grenadier a cheval of the Guard (right) are of the Napoleonic, Peninsular Campaign - 1808/1814. Although available individually they can be, as shown, combined for a tavern diorama. Please note that H01/F comes complete with clothed and gloves resting on table which is also supplied, H03/F has individual base supplied, Communal base is not available.
HO1/E: British 17th Lancer, Balaclava, Crimea - 1854.

Observing a plethora of dismounted 17th Lancer's, we thought the time had come to put the subject on a galloping horse and in a posture that so firmly brought them notoriety - in the charge! A superb animation of man and animal which is fast becoming 'a classic' in its field. Relevant Instructions and sculptured metal base come with the kit.
coming